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Abstract 

Narrative has taken different forms since the invention of motion 

picture. Many scholars have underpinned the influence of 

technology as well as the prevailing economic situations within the 

narrative milieu as part of the determinant factors of narrative 

convention(s). Though there is overwhelming influence of the 

classical Hollywood narrative techniques in other film cultures 

(African films inclusive), African scholars have identified the 

contributions of folk/oral culture in the (re)emergence of African 

narrative identity. The blend of which with classical Hollywood 

narrative forms the narrative techniques of some modern African 

directors such as Pascal Amanfo who in most of his films 

seemingly combines the roles of a screenwriter, actor as well as 

director to achieve his filmic narrative. This rare technique 

underscores him as a Griot and has drawn the attention of this 

researcher. Thus two films by Pascal Amanfo were randomly 

selected and critically analysed to underscore his Griot narrative 

technique. The paper concludes that though, there have been 

derivations from various classical narrative conventions, Amanfo’s 

technique is unique and deserves serious scholarly attention. 
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Introduction 

Roberts and Wallis observe that the language of film is constructed from 

three elements which involve what is to be filmed, known traditionally as 

mise-en-scene, how it is filmed which is the cinematography and how the 

filmed material is put together through editing (2001, p.3). Mise-en-scene, a 

French word traditionally known as placing on stage, is the first thing that 

confronts the director following a germinal idea (screenplay). This is 

where most directors display their styles in creating suspense-sustained 

narrative. Sequel to the mise-en-scene is the cinematography and editing 

which can also be stylised by different directors. However, apart from the 

three levels of narrative techniques recognizable in film, this paper 

examines the theories in both Western and African narratives and 

concentrates on the innovation/deviations of Pascal Amanfo’s mise-en-

scene techniques in selected Ghana films. Pascal Amanfo has directed 

some leading films in Ghana such as My Last Wedding (2009), Ties That 

Bind (2010), Forbidden Fruit (2010), NakedFaces (2010), PlayingGames (2011), 

Death After Birth (2011), Matters Arising (2014), The Mystery of Sex (2017). 

Thus two of these video films: Naked Faces (2010) and Playing Games (2011) 

are randomly selected and critically analysed to underscore the similarity 

and deviation of his mise-en-scene techniques to the African and classical 

narrative techniques. It foregrounds Amanfo as a director-actor- narrator 

who brings in his personality in telling his story.  

 

The Concept of Narrative 

The formal study of narrative, referred to as narratology, was pioneered 

by the Russian formalists and champion by Viktor Shklovsky. Citing 

David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson, Roberts and Wallis define 

narrative as a chain of events in cause-effect relationship occurring in time 

and space. Agreeing with Timothy Corrigan, they submit that two 

principle components in a narrative deduce that narrative involves the 
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story of events which are presented to us and that which we can infer to 

have happened. Categorically, the plot is the arrangement of these events 

in a certain order or structure. Kolker in defining “narrative” agrees with 

Roberts and Wallis but goes further to explain the meaning of story, plot 

and narrative. According to him: 

Story is what the film tells us, the process of 

events that the characters go through and 

enact. Plot is the abstract scheme of that story, 

what we summarise after we’ve seen film, 

what film reviews on TV and in newspapers 

give us. Narrative is the actual telling of the 

story, the way the story is put together, formed 

and articulated (2008, p. 47). 

However Roberts and Wallis draw attention to the similarity in the usage 

of these concepts. According to him: 

Film makers talk about stories and scripts, film 

theorist talk about narrative. Essentially, they 

are talking about the same thing but using 

different words to do it (2001, p.52). 

However, Kolker’s definition of the narrative coheres with Robert Scholes’ 

concept of a narrative. In conceptualising narrative, Scholes brings in 

different levels of narrativity which represent different forms of 

narratives. Robert Scholes’ in his theory of narration and narratives 

observes that: 

In a novel, for instance, there is the language of the 

author at one level, and the representation of the 

character situations and event at another. In a play, 

there is the language of the author, the performance 

of the actor and the deeds for the character to 

consider; three easily discerned levels at which form 

is perceptible. And films add at least one level to 
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these, just through the process of photography itself; 

camera angle, lighting focus, etc. (1976, p. 419). 

Therefore whereas the stage narrative stops with the dramatic content, 

film combines the third with the fourth level which is photography. Both 

combine to constitute the bedrock of film narrative. A Good film depends 

on good narrative techniques which involves the ensemble synthesis of  

Scholes’ third and fourth levels: the dramatic and the technical contents. 

From the above conceptualization accordingly, this study shall be 

discussing narrative from both mise-en-scene as well as cinematographic 

perspectives. To achieve this, this paper underscores the conventional 

developments in narrative techniques which gave birth to classical 

Hollywood narrative and subsequently African orature structures. 

The history of mainstream narrative in the cinema is often traced to 

Melies who most scholars refer to as the father of narrative. The 

indefatigable role of technology is seen in the innovation of jump-cut 

narrative technique which is a product of chance. Melies camera had 

jammed as he was filming a Parisian street scene and this accidentally 

uncovered a jump-cut narrative. Following this, the jump-cut narrative 

technique became conventional over a period of time. Sequel to the jump 

cut narrative technique which (re)shaped the technical (cinematographic) 

narrative pattern in film history, Melies is equally introduction significant 

narrative devices such as fade-in, fade-out, overlapping shot, dissolved 

and stop-motion photography (Cook, 1990, p. 16). These innovations are 

currently used by most filmmakers till date. Furthermore, Milies’ 

treatment of film colour drew significant interest in that area of film. In 

colour grading his works, Cook observes that “Melies employed twenty 

one women at the studio of Madame Tvillier to hand–tint his films 

individually, frame by frame” (1990, p. 16).  

At the early days of the cinema, the dominant narrative convention 

is that directors conceive their films in terms of dramatic scenes played 

out from beginning to end rather than in terms of shots or individual 

visual perspectives on a scene.  Cinema as a nascent discipline naturally 
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borrowed a lot from the mother discipline: the theatre whose influence on 

cinematic narrative practice is still very tremendous. At this stage, editing 

aside from using optical illusions of disappearance and conversions 

occurs between scenes rather than within them. Thus scenes are composed 

of single shots taken with a motionless camera from a fixed spectator 

sitting on the orchestra centre as if it were in the proscenium arch of a 

stage (Cook, 1990, p. 15). Originally, viewers enjoyed this conventional 

narrative because of its novel technique of stimulating movements on 

screen. However, through experimentation, various directors introduced 

more believable techniques. Melies, a theatre artiste brought in so much 

theatrical influences to film and following his theatrical narrative 

techniques, Edwin Porter developed the concept of continuity editing and 

modified his camera to expose single frames in every ten seconds which 

led to his production of film tricks which feature as super imposition and 

interpolated close-up shots (Cook, 1990, p. 16). 

Again, the introduction of shot variations by D. W. Griffith was 

orchestrated by the quest for effective narrative techniques in filmic 

representations. This became a narrative convention that formed a 

departure from the traditional long take as a cinematographic style at the 

early days of cinema. This shot segmentation popularly referred to as 

master scene technique followed the pyramidal structure of mise-un-scene 

narrative. The mise-en-scene narrative in film had taken to Melies’ 

theatrical influence where narrative like the classical theatre starts with 

exposition, rising action, climax, falling action and resolution. Thus 

Griffith replicated this conventional pyramidal mise-en-scene technique 

through his cinematographic structure which starts from long shot to close 

up and extreme close up shots. This convention has since become a cliché 

in film narrative technique. Thus with Griffith’s introduction of shot 

variations, long shot can be likened to the expository sequence in the 

classical theatre dramaturgy whereas medium shot can be associated to the 

rising action and close-up shot related to the climax. Then towards the end 

of a particular scene, the classical narrative of falling action and resolution 
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are akin to medium and long shots which are normally used to end most 

scenes. These mise-en-scene and cinematographic constructions became the 

foundation of the classical narrative techniques in Hollywood films.   

 Hollywood film culture has over the years incorporated these 

different conventional developments in narrative. This classical 

Hollywood narrative style is derived from such concepts as the well-made 

play, popular romance, and late nineteenth century short story (Shaka, 

2004, p. 32). According to Bordwell and Thompson, the terminology 

“Classical Hollywood Narrative” is adopted in the academia following 

scholarly observation that many Hollywood films adopt a peculiar 

narrative trend. These scholars observe that the inception of narrative in 

Hollywood is either motivated by characters who serve as causal agents 

from natural causes or societal issues. According to them, a Hollywood 

narrative probes the psychology of a certain character, focusing on his 

decisions, choices as well as traits. As a result, the major character in 

Hollywood films often referred to as the protagonist have his choices and 

desires delimited by natural and societal inhibitions. Often developed in a 

likeable manner, this protagonist is seemingly prevented from achieving 

his desire for a period of time. This endears viewers who identify with 

such desires to be sustained by the protagonist’s effort towards achieving 

this goal. Most times, the classical narrative style creates an opposition 

character known as the antagonist who repeatedly generates a conflict and 

prevents the protagonist from achieving this goal (2008, pp. 89-90). 

Roberts and Wallis corroborates this notion, asserting  that classical 

Hollywood narrative is centered around one or two leading characters 

whose contrasting motivations, goals and desires form the body of 

narrative (2001, p.56). Beyond this form of characterization, classical 

narrative pattern is structured in a particular way. Thompson and 

Bordwell account that: 

Most Hollywood filmmakers embraced some 

certain storytelling conventions. Producers 

began to insist that scripts contain three “acts”,  
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each lasting a certain number of minutes and 

containing a plot point, or pivotal change in the 

action. Screen writers were pressured to begin 

the film with a “grabber”, a moment of 

shocking violence or mystery (2010, p. 673). 

Nevertheless, the dominant narrative techniques seen presently in 

contemporary mainstream cinema in and out of Hollywood can be traced 

from 1930s to the 1960s narrative tradition elucidated above. In the 

contemporary mainstream narrative style, events follow the basic 

structure of order/disorder/order restored technique. This structure 

presupposes that the narrative is linear; accordingly, events are linked by 

cause and effect actions. As such, the plot is character-led, therefore the 

narrative is psychologically (and individually) motivated usually towards 

the attainment of some goals or desires. Moreover, the role of the hero is 

central. Finally, the narrative has closure (Roberts and Wallis, 2001, p. 53). 

In other words, the influence of narrative techniques of 1930s through the 

1960s to later narrative tradition constitutes stimulus and effect, action 

and reaction. Viewers are thus sustained by the desire to see and respond 

to the continuous stream of images and movements, characters, and 

stories that satisfy their apparently endless desire (Kolker, 2008, p. 103). 

Consequently, it can be said that most directors in contemporary 

mainstream cinema still employ these conventional methods of mise-en-

scene techniques to tell their stories.  

Beyond these typical conventions as seen in mise-en-scene 

components of the narrative, the cinematographic aspects equally have 

systematic conventions that trailed it. Some identifiable elements of this 

classic photographic styles focuses on creating verisimilitude as reflected 

in the classical Hollywood editing pattern where a single scene involved 

different camera angles to ensure perfect continuity sequences. Similarly, 

in the quest to create adequate suspense and keep the screen busy, 

Hollywood directors modify the continuity system that had been in place 

since the 1910s. Therefore, from the 1980s to the 2000s, the convention that 
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the film’s action and images had to convey content through cutting, 

character movement, or camera movement was prevalent (Thompson and 

Bordwell, 2008 p. 674). Thus, actor’s movements as in 1930s – 1960s were 

reduced to camera angles and cutting which are manipulated in the 

editing. To buttress this point, Thompson and Bordwell assert that: 

Before 1960, most films averaged eight to 

eleven seconds per shot. A trend toward faster 

cutting began in the 1960s, but it pushed to 

new limits near the century’s end. By 1985, 

films were commonly averaging four to six 

seconds per shot, and in the following years 

many were cut still faster (2008, p. 674). 

Conclusively therefore, different narrative convention that sprouted are 

geared towards keeping the screen busy to create required suspense 

which sustains viewer’s interest in seeing the film.  

In attempt to sustain viewer’s interest, some directors have 

introduced different styles to these classical narrative techniques. The 

classical pyramidal structure of mise-en-scene  and cinematographic 

narratives are being reversed by most directors. Shots could now start 

with close-up and end in medium or long shot. At the mise-en-scene level, a 

narrative could start with its climactic scene and through episodic method 

weaved back to reveal incidences that led to the climax. This artistic 

flexibility shrouds the flash back and flash forward techniques in film 

narratives. Haven highlighted the canons of classical Hollywood 

narrative; this study examines its influence and departure in Africa 

narrative. 

Attention in African narrative discourse is drawn on the world 

festival of Black arts in Dakar which has significantly helped the 

development of African film culture. Today, distancing from classical 

narrative techniques, African narrative has continuously tried to 

(re)invent itself towards constructing African identities. Ukadike draws 

attention to the concept of narrative which reflects African mentality and 
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that which reflects the western mentality. He supposes that most films 

regarded as African films are Hollywood productions which are produced 

in African soil by the whites and which retains imperialist mentality and 

adopts the classical Hollywood narrative style. He cites examples of such 

films as: 

Out of Africa (USA, 1985), shot in Kenya, Mr 

Johnson (GB, 1990), shot in Nigeria, The Ghost 

and the Darkness (USA, 1996), shot in the South 

African animal reserves and most recently, 

Blood Diamond (USA, 2006), shot in several 

African locations including South Africa (2013, 

p.2).   

Given this notion, a distinction is drawn between this “Western-African” 

productions and “African- African” productions. While the former are 

productions by western producers whose themes are often inimical to 

African ideologies, the later are production by Africans.  The later projects 

African ideals and often discourages crave for travelling abroad. Films in 

this category portray the suffering of Africans in the Western soil with the 

underlying theme of unearthing the rich potentials of African countries. 

These films still project the ideology of reclaiming our identity from the 

West. The white man had portrayed his land as that filled with every good 

thing. This notion unconsciously whets the appetite of most African youth 

towards travelling abroad to find greener pasture in the west. Films such 

as Ije (Chineze Anyaene, 2012), Mirror Boy, Onyeozi (Obi Emelonye, 2012) 

and so many others portray the real situation in the foreign lands.  

To properly situate the concept of African narrative technique, the 

concept of ‘third cinema’ suffices. Theorised in Latin American in 1960 as 

a revolutionary/Marxist aesthetics which were rampant in most third 

world countries both as the struggle for independence in the parts of 

Africa and Asia or for guerrilla struggles for the overthrow of Latin 

American dictators, the term ‘third cinema’ was coined by Fernado 

Salanas and Octavio Getino in their key theoretical essay “Towards a third 
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cinema”. Tsesome Gabriel anchoring on this essay expounds the unique 

African narrative techniques which he attributed to the third world 

ideologies. In Tsesome Gabriel’s essay, “Towards a critical theory of third 

cinema”, he explicated the unique African narrative techniques which 

include  narrative and oral discourse, folk music and songs, extended 

silence and gaps, all of which are culturally determined.  He noted that 

people on the third world attempt to change an individual through the 

community whereas the west tends to change the community through the 

individual. These ideologies of communal outlook are reflected in third 

world narrative techniques. The concept of third world films emphasise 

space over time whereas western films emphasise time over space. Third 

world films thus emanated from folk tradition which treasures a slow 

pace communication (Shaka, 2004, p. 37, Ekwuazi, 1987, p. 47). 

Given the concept of the third cinema, Adjei recounts that the 

proponents of this school of thought proposes that an ‘authentic’ African 

film must not only exclude all things European or Western but must also 

set itself up on opposition to them (2014, p. 4). However, the practicability 

of this proposition is seriously contended by some Africa film scholars. 

Shaka in his view having critically analysed the arguments regarding the 

identity of narratives in African literature written by Africans for Africans 

in English/European languages and the cinematic productions produced 

by Africans for Africans with the camera invented by the Whiteman, 

believes that the replication of African narrative ideology should be the 

core value of an African narrative rather than opposing classical narrative. 

However, many European scholars have tried to attribute African 

Literature and Film as European because of its medium of exhibition. 

Inferring from Adrian Rose and John Povey who tried to integrate African 

literature into European literatures because of its use of European 

languages, Shaka draws attention to Pott’s argument on the relationship 

of camera technology and narrative. According to Pott, since a camera is a 

western invention, narrative style in films are naturally western. Thus, 
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there could not be African narrative style since Africans did not invent the 

camera (2004, p. 32).  

Following these positions, scholars of African literature such as 

Chinwizu, Onwuchekwa and Madubuike have given African literature 

which is written in European language by Africans for Africans an African 

identity based on the fact that these works relay African ideologies. 

According to them language is just a vehicle through which African 

ideologies are transmitted in these literature and therefore they are truly 

African literature and not European literature as posited by some 

European scholars (Shaka, 2004, p. 26). In a like manner, Shaka deduces 

that such canonised cinematic traditions (narrative technique inclusive) 

though invented by Europeans are contextualized to tell African stories by 

Africans with African ideologies and as such have African narrative 

identity (2004, p. 28). This position thus identifies African narrative as 

unique. 

African film style does not operate the type of rigid 

structure and strategies for narrative coherence and 

clarity which David Bordwell identifies with Classical 

Hollywood style…. African film style is now 

generally acknowledged to derive its narrative forms 

and structures from traditional African oral narrative 

practices, especially that of professional Griot Genre 

(Shaka, 2004, p. 32). 

Griot narrative technique is one of such African techniques which 

underpin the core essence of the African narrative techniques. According 

to Jen West Moreland Bouchard: 

The term Griot carries myriad cultural 

connotations. Traditionally, West African Griot  

belonged to a certain caste… the European term, 

Griot, is a derivation of a Portuguese word 

meaning, ‘to cry or to call’… the function of a Griot 
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is a complex mixture of storytelling, historical 

preservation and performance ( 2017, pp. 50-51). 

In African narrative, Ousmane Sembene is referred to as a film Griot given 

that he uses his works as a cinematographer and writer to (re)invent the 

role of a Griot in contemporary African sense (Bouchard, 2017, p. 52). 

Claudia Miller observes that one of notable African film that employed the 

use of Griot to achieve its narrative is Keita, the Heritage of the Griot 

produced by Dani Kouyate in 1884. The narrative 

Produced in Burkina Faso, it uses the West 

African storytelling Griot to link the present, 

main story, to the past. It is fascinating to view 

the Griot style of narrative (2017, p. 37). 

Emphatically, though African films have and still evolve its unique styles, 

it still retains and cannot completely do away with its inherited 

Hollywood narrative style. Thus such basic Hollywood narrative styles 

could be retained to minimal size, the identity of Africans as seen in 

orature and Griot style of narrative which defines African narrative should 

be heighted in African films.  

To understand the narrative style in Ghana, a glimpse into its film 

history suffices. Before the invention of video film industry in Ghana, 

British Film Unit was established in the Gold Coast (now Ghana) in 1948 

and charged with the mandate of propaganda in favour of the British 

colony. Shortly after Ghana independence, Kwame Nkrumah as the new 

Ghana president employed the use of film to underscore his 

administrative policies as well as (re)invent the African image. As the 

president, Nkrumah rebuilt the Gold coast film unit which later became 

Ghana Film Industry Corporation (GFIC)  (Ogunleye, 2003, p. 2). This was 

trailed by the establishment of Ghana film industry as a corporate body in 

1971, and subsequently, the establishment of National film and Television 

institute (NAFTI) in 1978 (Adjei, 2014, p. 1). The NAFTI, an institution of 

Higher learning was charged with the responsibility of training Ghanaians 

and Africans in filmmaking. 
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However, Ghana video film industry was thus established in the 

late 80s through the activities of the Ghana projectionists and other people 

in different profession who gathered actors, produced a feature film with 

the aid of VHS video camera which turned out to be successful in some 

major cities such as Accra. This supposes that the history of Ghana video 

film industry is synonymous with Nigerian video film industry. Though 

both have the same evolutional timeline, Ghana video film industry, with 

its commercial success in 1987 consequent on William Akuffo’s Zinabu 

predates Nigerian video film which had its commercial success in 1992 

with Kenneth Nnebue’s Living in Bandage. Mawuli Adjei observes that 

themes of witchcraft and sentimental romance which Willy Akaffo and 

Socrates Safo featured in their earlier works were well received by the 

Ghana audience against the Ghana film industry corporation and 

NAFTI’S vision of using film as a tool for cultural value entrenchment 

(Adjei, 2014, pp. 2-3). 

Preceding this historical analysis, Adjei citing Murphy, argues that 

the narrative techniques of Ghana films have often been interwoven in 

classical Hollywood narrative (2014, p. 3). Just like other African country, 

its narrative techniques are propelled by key factors such as concert party 

form of drama, which employs aesthetic elements aimed at arousing 

intense emotion and suspense (Adjei, 2004, p.8). Thus, Ghana film 

industry is driven by the African oral narrative practices, especially that of 

professional Griot Genre. 

Conclusively, there is no doubt that conventions play a key role in 

the director’s narrative construction.  Sigmund Freud concept of a man 

being the product of nature–nurture interplay underscores this notion. 

Various ideas about the director’s individuality are shared, cultural belief, 

norms and value system of a particular people or organization. Thus 

director’s sensibilities, audience, technology and the prevailing economic 

factors have played key roles in determining the prevailing narrative 

convention.  
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The Critical Reading of the Griot Narrative Techniques in Pascal 

Amanfo’s Playing Games. 

The narrative basically told from a blind man’s perspective revolves on 

Zina’s (Martha Ankomah) unruly and over ambitious character. At the 

narrative exposition, a blind man meets a lady who is waiting for his 

would-be husband, gives her a book and begs her to help him and read it 

for him. The unfolding of the book, centering on the eight pragmatic 

definitions of life unfolds the story and reveals the filmic actors.  

Being homeless, Zina calls her half-sister Etta (Yvonne Okoro) and 

pleads with her to allow her to come over and stay with her for few 

months. Before Zina’s (Martha Ankomah ) arrival, Atta’s marriage with 

Andy (John Dumelo) is in shambles overtly caused by Andy’s wayward 

life. The arrival of Zina into the house fuels the troubled marriage as she 

sleeps with Andy, her half-sister’s husband. To perpetrate her evil acts, 

Zina engages Jason (Magid Michael) to assist in destroying her half-

sister’s family through blackmailing him.  

However, Typical of Amanfo’s films, there is a twist which leaves 

the hunter at the mercy of the hunted. Though Zina achieves her aim of 

destroying Etta’s family by taking up her husband whom she eventually 

kills to inherit his wealth, Etta who is being held by the police eventually 

gains her freedom and decides to retaliate by employing the same Jason to 

crush Zina’s car with a very big truck. This accident leaves Zina paralysed 

at a time she just wedded with a new man. Her paralysed state compels 

her husband to take to wayward life. Therefore Etta finds her way into 

Zina’s husband’s house as his Husband’s wife. She therefore maltreats the 

paralysed Zina.  

 The narrative told by Pascal Amanfo who combines the roles of a 

screenwriter, actor-narrator as well as the director is filled with intrigues, 

twists, suspense and puzzles which is typical of Griotorature narratives. 

Though the narrative is greatly influenced by the classical Hollywood 

narrative techniques in the use of cinematographic equipment, Amanfo’s 

character as the narrator who pretends as a blind man and gives a book to 
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a presumed strange character and begs her to help him and read it for 

him. The unfolding of the book, centering on the eight pragmatic 

definitions of life unfolds the story of the film. Just like the Griot, Amanfo 

uses his role as a supposed blind man to caution the society in what he 

terms the eight pragmatic definitions of life which he treats singularly 

with filmic illustrations.  Through this role, all the filmic actions revolves 

around his character, thus just like the Griot, he was able to control the 

pace, emotional charge and the aesthetics of the narrative. 

 

Critical Reading of Naked Faces 

This naarative is again told from Amanfo’s Griot perspective. Here, he 

assumes the role of a screenwriter who shares his thoughts, emotions and 

concerns with his audience as he writes. In the story which he writes: Max 

(David Osei), Lesili (Smith Asante) and Frank (Majid Michael) share the 

same dreams and aspirations. Being childhood friends, they always meet 

at least once every year to refresh their relationship. Frank later sojourns 

abroad for greener pastors but is deported after three years. His 

deportation conforms to the overriding notion of African narrative as 

explained earlier. The Whiteman had painted the picture of his country to 

be flawless. Thus most people from the third world countries are craving 

to sojourn to these European countries. This narrative equally lends its 

voice to the decolonisation mentality of the African films.  

However Lesili haveing inherited his father’s company brings in 

Frank, a homeless deportee to stay in their family house as he (Lesili) tries 

to get a job for him (Frank). Lesili’s lives with his mother Catherine, 

(kalsum Simare) a beautiful young woman in their family house.  

Gradually, Frank’s stay in Lesili’s family house evolves sizzling romance 

between him and Catherine. This builds up tension in the film as Lesili 

almost catches the duo in a number of close cleave romantic situation 

which are narrowly escaped by both love birds. Finally, the narrative 

takes a twist as it reveals Max’s involvement in illicit affair with Lady 

Catherine, Lesili’s mother. Max’s romance with Lady Catherine is 
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concealed from the audience by Amanfo who is the story teller. This 

endears surprise element in the narrative and equally gives its structure a 

different dimension that adds to its suspense height. 

 Following this, the narrative catharsis climaxed at its tail end 

where Frank is seen stepping into Catherine’s room for a proposed illicit 

affair. As he opens Catharine’s room door, he surprisingly meets Max on 

bed with Catherine. Trying to resolve this situation, Lesili barges in and 

being totally divested, he shoots his two friends Max and Frank and 

thereafter turns himself to the police. Catherine his mother engages in 

futile efforts toward his release from the prison.  

 The narrative technique Amanfo adopts in this narrative is a 

combination of African Griot orature and European writer-centric story 

telling perspective. Amanfo, the director as well as the screenwriter of the 

script, also plays the role of a narrator in the narrative. As the narrator in 

the film, he characterises himself as a narrator –screenwriter. Thus the 

story of the narrative unfolds as he tries to conceptulise it as a presume 

screenwriter. In playing the role of the narrator-screenwriter, Amanfo 

practically brings in his experiences as a real screenwriter into the 

narrative. Therefore, he uses the opportunity of playing this role to x-ray 

the inner psychology of the writer who writes film stories. The writers 

choices of filmic devices such as close cleaves, twist are well highlighted in 

the narrative. This narrative technique, rather than preempt different 

actions creates deep suspense which sustains the narrative.  

In the two films, the Griot orature technique affords Amanfo the 

opportunity of braking away with the linear narrative structure. He 

controls the narrative as a writer (having written the scripts of the two 

films),narrator (having played the role of narrator in the two films) and 

director. Thus, just like a griot, he has the narrative flexibility to control the 

narrative flow. Through this technique, he could easily foreground what 

had happened in the past and forecast what could happen in the future. 

Through this technique he was able to neatly conceal Max’s relationship 

with Catharine in Naked Faces and was able to conceal Jason’s obnoxious 
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intentions inPlaying Games. He use of this technique to achieve filmic big 

twist is perhaps the greatest strength of his narrative. Thus, with this 

techniques, he creates serious suspense. 

 

Conclusion    

Films are often referred to as narrative because they relate a particular 

story to the viewers. Unlike the stage which dwells more on the artistic 

interpretation of the story by the various characters with the aid of 

scenery, costume and make up, film adds another level of narrativity: the 

screen medium with such components as screen colours, camera angles 

and depth of field. From the conception of a germinal idea by the screen 

writer, the narrative either unfolds its stories by itself or is told through 

certain character(s) point of view. In every narrative, whether achieved 

through flash back or flash forward or any other technique(s), the 

intention is to sustain viewership to enable its story/message to be 

understood by the viewer(s). The quest to sustain viewership has given 

rise towards the evolution of different narrative techniques and theories. 

Thus, the peculiarity in a narrative technique often adopted by a 

particular director is perhaps what distinguishes him/her from others. 

 Narrative techniques, such as the master scene narrative technique 

of shot variation which has apparently been conventional since its 

conception by D.W. Griffiths, have been broken by some directors who 

repeatedly adopt innovative styles to tell stories over the time. Amanfo’s 

writer-director- actor-narrator technique, not only identifies him as one of 

the directors who have successfully broken this convention but identifies 

him as on Griot director whose peculiar narrative styles calls for serious 

academic inquiry.    
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